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1. CS/STD/NF> During the period of 12 June 1990 through 18 June 
1990, six remote viewing sessions were conducted to determine the 
final location and disposition of a large load of marijuana and 
cocaine transported on o~ about 2 June 1990 by the 85~foot 
coastal freighter identified as 1 t 
2. CS/STD/NF) Remote Viewer 095 perceived the illegal drugs as 
stored in the stern area of the vessel, behind the superstructure 
and near the deck level. An object shaped "like a half cylinder" 
was used as a storage container. On or about 24 June 1990, at 
dusk, the contraband was off-loaded by hoist/winch; an aircraft 
was involved to transport the illegal cargo in a northeasterlyd 
direction to a transfer point at geographical coordinates, 41 20 
N / 135°30'W. The final destination was the "Bay area" (San 
Francisco Bay). 

<NOTE: According to 095, the cocaine and the mariJua9a were 
col located. ) 

3. (S/STD/NF) Remote Viewer 079 specified that the destination 
of the drugs definitely involved a "land drop" occurring in an 
area identified by geographical coordinates,. 36- 15 'N / 121° 50 'w. 
The location was described as an offshore~cated near an 
airport. Viewer 079 indicated that on 2 June 1990, the target 
vessel j jwas sailing west in rough waters and at a slow 
rate of speed. The names "Salinas" and "Point Salinas" 
phonetically surfaced to describe an area associated with the 
final destination for the drugs. The word "Jewels" phonetically 
surfaced as well but its meaning was not further described. A 
smaller fishing vessel on-loaded the drugs from the target vessel 
and sailed in a soutoerly direction to an unknown destination. 

4. (S/STD/NF> In reply to the tasking to determine the location 
of the cocaine and the marijuana, Remote Viewer 025 indicated the 
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drugs were collocated at one of two locations: the San Clemente 
area found in the vicinity of Camp Pendleton at 33 N / 117 W; 
and, Half Moon Bay at 37 N / 122 W. According to 025, the 
"bundles .. (of drugs) were transferred to land by hand, stored in 
"little steel packages", low to the ground. 025 added that "four 
men were now searching for the drugs." 

.. _£.,..,._ ~_&eon 
W. The marijuana 

is packaged in dark cloth. a next 
to a "scrub clump~ and a steep embankment or dr elow the 
target area is an open and with a discernible trail 
leading to the drugs. rby; a populated area is 
also close to the site. red hut s n the immediate vicinity 
to the site; more often than not the hut is vacant. Gears and 
large wheels are in the area and may be associated with the hut. 
Sounds and images associated with the activity at the site 
include .. electricity smell, snapping sounds, flat objects nearby, 
the presence of heat, black triangles, and something holding 
smaller objects." Someone at the site is studying a map or 
plan. 
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